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Port of Oakland set for alliance changes: ‘we’re confident’

Shipping lines shuffle decks but operations, cargo volume should hold steady

Oakland, Calif. – March 22, 2017: Port of Oakland officials said today that they expect to take on
upcoming changes to container shipping alliances with little disruption. The news should be
welcomed by importers and exporters fearful of fallout as ocean carriers switch partners next
month.    

“We’ve spoken to the shipping lines, we’ve spoken to our marine terminal operators and we
understand their schedules,” said Port of Oakland Maritime Director John Driscoll.  “We’re
confident that Oakland will be able to accommodate the newly formed alliances efficiently.”

The Port said it expects cargo volume to hold steady once new alliances begin operation April 1. It
said fewer but larger ships will visit Oakland weekly, laden with more ocean containers. The
change reflects industrywide consolidation as shipping lines cut excess vessel capacity to trim
costs.

Eleven of the world’s largest container shipping lines are coming together in three new alliances.
The carriers are changing partners after bankruptcy, acquisitions and consolidation roiled container
shipping in 2016. Alliances let participating carriers share ships and port calls to reduce expense
while expanding service.

The new alliance structure is unnerving some industry experts. They foresee port disruption if
arrival schedules change or shipping lines redirect to different marine terminals. The worry is that
cargo flow could be inhibited leading to congestion at major ports.

Oakland officials said they don’t foresee difficulties in working with the new alliances. The Port said
most of its vessel calls are concentrated in just three marine terminals. That means cargo
relocation should be minimal. The Port said it expects to handle 29 weekly and two fortnightly
vessel calls in the new alliance structure.

The Port said it anticipates three key outcomes in Oakland from alliance changes:

No loss of cargo in Oakland, even though weekly vessel calls will decrease from 32 to 29;
More direct vessel calls between Southeast Asia and Oakland, including a direct call to the
Indian Subcontinent; and
Continued strong Oakland-to-Japan and Oakland-to-Korea service for refrigerated exports.



The Port said Oakland will receive direct calls from 13 different Chinese ports. There’ll be six
weekly calls from Taiwan and four from Southeast Asia: Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and
Vietnam. Seven weekly services from Oakland will go to ports in Japan.

The Port said it could take two-to-three months for all alliance changes to take hold. The process
includes slotting vessels into new service rotations. In some cases, older ships will be replaced
with newer, larger ones.

About the Port of Oakland:
The Port of Oakland oversees the Oakland seaport, Oakland International Airport, and 20 miles of waterfront. Together with its business partners, the Port
supports more than 73,000 jobs in the region and nearly 827,000 jobs across the United States. Connect with the Port of Oakland and Oakland International
Airport through Facebook, or with the Port on Twitter, YouTube, and at www.portofoakland.com.
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